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ARTGATE EDUCATION FOR CHINESE ART PROFESSIONALS
IN COOPERATION WITH GERMAN MUSEUMS AND ART INSTITUTIONS
Latest Art Management Training: 22.6-3.7.2014 in Berlin and Düsseldorf
Since its establishment in January 2013, the art agency ARTGATE has widely attracted
the attention of art professionals from China with its art educational projects. In April
2013, ARTGATE kicked off with a symposium on the Chinese art market on behalf of the
Confucius-Institute at the Heinrich-Heine University and under the patronage of the city
Düsseldorf. Within just a year, two large-scale educational programmes followed, firstly
a project which offered training for Chinese curators on curating art exhibitions and
secondly a demonstrative and constructive Art Management Programme.
ARTGATE has been privileged to have had cooperations with outstanding German
museums and art organisations for these educational projects. Throughout the
cooperation, Chinese art professionals have become more familiar with some of the
finest art institutions in Germany. The workshops have contributed and enriched a better
understanding with one another as well as strengthening all mutual relationships. Given
the globalization trend of the art world, the Art Management Training fostered the
cooperative value for all parties involved.
For its latest Art Management Training, ARTGATE affiliated with its partner Chinese
Modern & Contemporary Art Document (CCAD), a prestigious research institute for the
documentation of contemporary art and the conception of art events, with headquarters
in Beijing. During the 12-day training, daily workshops were held from 22nd June until 3rd
July with members of staff from the following institutions:
Berlin:
Nationalgalerie im Hamburger Bahnhof – Martin-Gropius-Bau - KW Institute for
Contemporary Art - Daimler Art Collection – Gallery Association Berlin - me Collectors
room - BOROS Bunker
Düsseldorf:
Stiftung Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen – Stiftung Museum Kunstpalast Kunsthalle Düsseldorf – Museum Morsbroich – Julia Stoschek Collection
The Art Management Training covered some of the most important professional aspects
of running an art project from understanding the subject matter leading to methods in
curation, organization, finance and communication.

ARTGATE is an art agency based in Düsseldorf connecting emerging art markets with the
European art scene through events and art consulting. For more information please
contact: mail@artgateconsulting.com

